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Abstract

Parietal cortical areas are involved in sensori-motor transformations for their respective contralateral hemifield/body. When arms of the subjects are crossed while their gaze is fixed straight ahead, vision of the hand is processed by the hemisphere ipsilateral to the arm position and proprioception of the arm by the contralateral hemisphere. It induces interhemispheric transfer and remapping. Our objective was to investigate whether a single pulse TMS applied to the left parietal cortical area would disturb interhemispheric remapping in a similar case, and would increase a simple reaction time (RT) with respect to a control single pulse TMS applied to the frontal cortical area. Two LED were superimposed and located in front of the subjects on the sagittal axis. Subjects were asked to carefully fixate on these LED during each trial. The lighting of the red LED was used as a warning signal. Following the green one was illuminated after a variable delay and served as a go-signal. The hand for the response was determined before the start of each trial. TMS was applied to the left parietal, the left frontal cortical areas, or not applied to the subject. Results revealed that: (1) Irrespective of its location, single pulse TMS induced a non-specific effect similar to a startle reflex and reduced RT substantially (15 ms on average) with respect to a control condition without TMS (mean value = 153 ms). (2) Irrespective of TMS, RT were shorter when the right or the left hand was positioned in the right visual hemi-field (i.e. normal and crossed positions respectively). (3) Finally, RT increased when single pulse TMS was applied to the left parietal area and when hands were crossed irrespective of which hand was used. We concluded that interhemispheric sensori-motor remapping was disrupted by a single pulse TMS that was applied to the left parietal cortex. This effect was also combined some visual attention directed towards the hand located on the right visual hemi-field.
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1. Introduction

Various sensory modalities converge and integrate to the CNS across the parietal cortex (Head and Holmes 1911). In this associative part of the brain, integrative processes unify percepts of the body and/or environment in a common reference frame in order to act (Andersen 1995). More specifically, the parietal cortex is involved in many sensori-motor transformations especially, in sensory transformations from proprioceptive and visual to motor coordinates (Duhamel et al. 1992, 1997, Cohen and Andersen 2002, Buneo 2002). During hand actions, it has also been shown that the posterior parietal cortex updates the continuous postural changes, through proprioception, in order to allow a spatial remapping of the representation of the body (Lloyd et al. 2003, Bolognini and Maravita 2007).

As each hemisphere deals with the opposite hemi-field and hemi-body, this continuous update can become more complex when one sensory modality is displayed in one hemi-field or hemi-body and another in the opposite (Azanon et al. 2010, Heed and Roder 2010, Overvliet et al. 2011, Buchholz et al. 2012). This particular situation occurs for instance when we are looking straight ahead and respond to a visual stimulus located in the left hemifield with the right arm. In this case, the visual stimulus is processed in the right hemisphere while proprioceptive inputs are processed in the left hemisphere (Marzi et al. 1991, 1998). These situations require some level of inter-hemispheric transfer for both kind of information and the representation of the visual stimulus processed by the right hemisphere has to be remapped into the proprioceptive system in the left hemisphere. In a more subtle case, when arms are just crossed, and the gaze is fixed straight ahead, visual information about the hand position and proprioception of the arms are processed by different hemispheres. During hand goal directed movements, it has been demonstrated that the vision of the hand prior to the movement was processed to improve the rate of terminal error (Rossetti et al. 1995). By contrast, when no hand displacement is required like for instance in a simple visuo-manual reaction, it is
unknown whether the vision of the hand in the opposite hemifield is still processed. The brain may deal with a single sensory modality and no inter-hemispheric remapping would be required when arms are crossed in this simple task. Consequently inter-hemispheric transfer is believed to increase RT at least due to transmission delays along the corpus callosum (Overvliet et al. 2011). In principle accordance, we investigated whether a single pulse TMS applied to the left parietal cortex would increase simple visuo-manual RT when arms are crossed. Indeed, cortically mediated functions can be inhibited with single pulse TMS (see Wassermann et al. 2002 for a review). To alleviate attentional effects as well as to demonstrate that disruption of inter-hemispheric remapping was specific to the parietal cortex, we located the visual go-signal in the sagittal axis. In consequence, the visual spatial attention was focused on the central stimulus and also balanced between the right and left hemifields independently of the position of the arm. Consequently, an increase of RT with a single pulse TMS applied over the parietal cortex in the arms crossed condition would indicate impairments in the inter-hemispheric remapping rather than impairments in attention processes with respect to a normal uncrossed condition. In addition, we applied a single pulse TMS to the frontal cortex as a control condition. The frontal cortex is considered to be involved in movement selection (Petrides and Milner 1982, Goldman-Rakic 1987) but its implication in attention processes and its connectivity with the parietal cortex have also been demonstrated and recently confirmed (Thiebaut de Schotten et al. 2005). Concerning this frontal control TMS condition, the left Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex (DLPFC) is also known to be an important region for the performance in Go/No-Go tasks involving executive functions (e.g. van den Heuvel et al., 2013, Bermpohl et al., 2005). Consequently, a simple reaction time paradigm with only go-signals (and without no-go signal), for which the motor responses was selected before each trial, allowed us to limit as much as possible the
participation of executive functions and the involvement of DLPFC. Therefore, TMS applied to this area should not perturb information processing and induce increased reaction times.

To investigate our hypothesis, we used a simple RT paradigm and designed a task in which subjects had to respond to a single central visual stimulus as fast as they could with one hand. The position of both hands were also varied in the visual field by crossing them. Importantly, the task was also performed without any cueing or manipulation of the stimulus-response compatibility. Consequently, no visual attention or movement selection constraint was introduced in the task and we sought to limit as much as possible the processes superimposed or mixed with sensori-motor transformations. More specifically, we hypothesized that if the hands position in the opposite visual field induces some level of inter-hemispheric remapping between information relative to the vision of the hand and proprioception of the arms, we should observe an increase of the RT for both hands when a single pulse TMS is applied to the left parietal area.
2. Methods

2.1 Participants

Nine healthy volunteers (all right handed as assessed by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory, Olfield, 1971) participated to the experiment. They were all males, 27 ± 2 years old (range=[24; 35]) and had no history of previous neurological diseases. The study conformed to the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki, 18 July, 1964) and the general procedure was approved by the local ethics committees.

2.2 Task and procedures

Participants sat comfortably in front of two superimposed LED of different colors (red and green) fixed on a table at a distance of 60 cm from the body in the sagittal axis and 45 cm below the eyes. The participants were instructed to keep their eyes on these LED from the lighting of the red LED to the end of the recording. Two switches were positioned on each side of the participant (distant = 40 cm from each other) and located at 45 cm from the body (Figure 1). Motor responses consisted in releasing one switch by raising their index finger. The red LED served as the warning signal. The green LED represented the “go-signal” prompting the participant to raise one index finger(s) as fast as possible. The time elapsed between the warning signal and the “go-signal”, i.e. the stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA), was randomly varied between each trial (SOA = 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4 and 4.5 seconds). The duration between each trial was comprised between 5 and 10 seconds.

------------------------------------------
Please insert figure 1 here
------------------------------------------

Each participant performed the simple reaction time paradigm with their right or left hand (HAND), in two conditions of hand position in the visual field (POSITION), normal or
crossed together with respect to the sagittal axis, for two loci of TMS (TMS) plus a sham condition. In this latter case, TMS was applied to the left parietal, the left frontal areas, or not applied to the subject (sham control condition). In the hands crossed condition, for half trials the right arm was crossed above the left arm and for another half it was the opposite. Before the experiment, for all the subjects, the left parietal and frontal targets for TMS were determined according to the 10-20 system of EEG-electrodes placement and confirmed with an EEG recording cap (64 channels). The 10-20 system is an international and standardized system based on a relationship between the location of a locus on the skull and the underlying brain areas. It is the most widely used method in several disciplines including medicine and neuroscience research to localize the placement of EEG electrodes along the head. This method accounts for some of the variability in subject’s skull size by using standardized percentages of the circumference and distances between basic anatomical landmarks (Herwig et al. 2003). Moreover, similar methods have already been used in TMS studies in order to localize the stimulation loci (Herwig et al. 2001, Schutter et al. 2006, Griskova et al. 2007, Desmurget et al. 1999). In our study, to further strengthen our control over the location of the stimulation loci and validate our ability to use the 10-20 procedures, a neuroradiologist check with MRI the relation between our obtained loci and the cortical areas of our first 4 subjects. For these four participants we verified by MRI, that the localization of the targets marked on the skull of the subjects matched with the parietal and frontal brain areas. Images of brain anatomy were determined for these subjects with a high-resolution MRI scanner. Scans were acquired on a 3 Tesla Magnetom Trio system (Siemens AG, Munich, Germany). We acquired a T-1 weighted high resolution three-dimensional volume (repetition time=1700 ms, echo time=2.93 ms, flip angle=90°; 144 adjacent axial slices, 1.09 mm thickness; in-plane voxel size= 1 x 1 x 1 mm³). TMS targets were identified by marking the skull of the subjects with a small capsule that produced high-intensity signals on the MRI images. A visual inspection
was made by a neuroradiologist in order to confirm the correctness of the location. Importantly, we chose this procedure to approximate the parietal and frontal TMS sites because classical procedures involving neuro-navigation devices are ambiguous to determine the TMS sites. Indeed, several approximations linked to neuro-navigation methods are substantial. Inter-individual variability of brain anatomy and precise localizations often require a great expertise in brain anatomy which is often minored, especially when performed on MRI scans (personal experience in dissection of human brains of the senior author FB supervised by Igor L. Maldonado). For instance, if a template based on an averaged brain anatomy is used to localize the TMS site, it may fall out of the real anatomical landmark. In addition, the expertise required to precisely localize most anatomical landmarks needs a lot of experience in brain anatomy that is not really reached by most experimenters. As such we assume our likely minor lack of accuracy. Finally, despite a minor lack of precision in our method for localization, we found that TMS disrupt interhemispheric transfer for 7/9 subjects. A single-pulse TMS was delivered using a 70-mm eight-shaped coil connected to a Magstim 200 stimulator (Magstim, Whitland, UK). The eight-shaped coil was positioned over the loci of stimulation (P3 and F3) directly marked on the skin of the skull during the 10-20 procedures. The coil was then orientated to deliver antero-posterior directed current to the brain and secured in place throughout the experimental block with a 3 dimensional articulated arm and associated with a custom-made collar that ensured stable positioning of the coil and stable positioning of the subjects head. Moreover, an experimenter visually controlled before and after each trial that the coil was still well above the loci of stimulation and in the same orientation by controlling also the configuration of the 3D articulated arm for each site. For each subject we estimated the resting motor threshold. In order to determine the resting motor threshold, we first localize the hand motor areas of the right hand (i.e. in the left hemisphere of the brain). In this way and according to the chosen 10-20 procedures, we
measured the distance between the nasion and the inion and marked the midpoint between these two points as the vertex position (corresponding to the Cz position). We then measured 3 cm laterally from the Cz point toward the left ear and initially positioned the coil in this position. We moved the coil in 0.5 cm steps around this area in order to find the ‘hot spot’, which elicited the largest MEP responses in the right hand when stimulated, and we marked this point as the hand area of the left motor cortex (Boorman et al. 2007).

In a second step, we determined the resting motor threshold by delivering single TMS pulses on the hot spot localized in the left hemisphere of the brain and check MEP in the relaxed contra-lateral hand. Pulses were initially delivered with a very low TMS intensity (30% of the stimulator output) and this intensity was gradually increased with steps of 5% until the occurrence of a muscle twitch in the right hand. Finally, the resting motor threshold was defined as the intensity at which 3/6 MEP were detected. TMS intensity was then set at 120% of the resting motor threshold for the whole experimental session. Sixteen trials were performed for each 2 HAND x 3 TMS x 2 POSITION conditions with a total of 192 trials per subject. Each TMS x POSITION conditions were performed in two separated blocks of 16 trials that were randomized between subjects. Within each of these TMS x POSITION blocks (performed twice), the eights firsts trials were blocked together for one hand and the eight lasts for the other one. These HAND 8 trials blocks were counterbalanced between each TMS x POSITION blocks. Positions of the switches were also counterbalanced between the two TMS x POSITIONS blocks of 16 trials (8 for each HAND), in order to measure RT for the same hand with the two different switches and to cancel possible differences in electromagnetic delays between them. RT, warning and go signals were synchronized together, recorded at a sampling frequency of 5kHz and processed with a multichannel analog-to-digital converter (Biopac Systems, Inc., Goleta, California). RT values that exceeded twice the standard deviation from the RT mean were excluded from the analysis (2% of all trials).
2.3 Data analysis

Simple RT were submitted to a 2 HAND x 3 TMS x 2 POSITION ANOVA with repeated measures on the 3 factors. Post-hoc analyses were conducted when necessary. All statistical analyses were carried out using an alpha level of 0.05. Post-hoc analyses were conducted with Fisher’s LSD when necessary.
3. Results

For reaction times, results of the ANOVA showed no significant main effect of HAND (F(1,8) = 0.3, P = 0.6), a significant main effect of TMS (F(2,16) = 51, P << 0.001), no significant main effect of POSITION (F(1,8) << 0.001, P = 0.99), no significant HAND x TMS interaction (F(2,16) = 0.56, P = 0.58), a significant HAND x POSITION interaction (F(1,8) = 11, P = 0.011), a significant TMS x POSITION interaction (F(2,16) = 6.1, P = 0.011), and finally no significant HAND x TMS x POSITION interaction (F(2,16) = 0.23, P = 0.79).

A decomposition of the HAND x POSITION interaction revealed that RT decreased when the right or left hands were positioned in the right visual hemifield (normal and crossed positions respectively) and conversely, irrespective of the TMS location.

Figure 2 illustrates mean values ±95% CI for RT, in the right and left HAND conditions, and for the normal and crossed POSITION conditions.

------------------------------------------
Please insert figure 2 here
------------------------------------------

Using post-hoc comparisons, a first decomposition of the TMS x POSITION interaction demonstrated a non-specific effect of TMS revealed by reduced simple reaction times (RT) with respect to the control condition both when applied to the parietal and frontal areas in the normal position conditions (p=0.010 and p=0.007 respectively for the right hand, and p=0.005 and p=0.0004 respectively for the left hand) but also when applied to the frontal area when hands were crossed (p=0.0013 for the right hand and P=0.0016 for the left hand). Interestingly, mean RT (153 ms in the control condition) was decreased substantially by about 15 ms.
A consecutive decomposition of the TMS x POSITION interaction revealed an increase of the RT when TMS was applied to the left parietal area when hands were crossed compared to hands in normal position, irrespective of the hand used (p=0.004 for the right hand and p=0.005 for the left hand). We also computed effect sizes for this latter decomposition that illustrated the main result of our study and confirmed our statistical results. As expected, effect sizes were very low for the comparison between the Control TMS and normal POSITION vs. Control TMS and crossed POSITION (d=0.008 and d=0.02 for the right and left HANDs respectively) as well as for the Frontal TMS and normal POSITION vs. Frontal TMS and crossed POSITION (d=0.010 and d=0.014 for the right and left HANDs respectively). By contrast, they were much higher for the comparison between the Parietal TMS and normal POSITION vs. Parietal TMS and crossed POSITION (d=0.5 and d=0.68 for the right and left HANDs respectively). Importantly, these results were observed without any cueing and any constraints on movement selection since the response was imposed to the subjects, and without manipulation of the stimulus-response compatibility (single central visual stimulus).

Figure 3 illustrates mean values ±95% CI for RT, in the normal and crossed POSITION conditions, and for the left frontal, left parietal and control TMS conditions.

------------------------------------------
Please insert figure 3 here
------------------------------------------

Finally, we also calculated the coefficient of variation. For this dependant variable, results of the ANOVA showed no significant main effect of HAND (F(1,8) = 4.7, P = 0.06), a significant main effect of TMS (F(2,16) = 8.44, P < 0.003), a significant main effect of POSITION, i.e. CVs were superior when hands were crossed (CV= 0.14 ± 0.05 and 0.16 ± 0.06 respectively, F(1,8) = 10.45, P = 0.012), no significant HAND x TMS interaction
(F(2,16) = 1.59, P = 0.23), no significant HAND x POSITION interaction (F(1,8) = 1.02, P = 0.34), no significant TMS x POSITION interaction (F(2,16) = 0.07, P = 0.93), and finally no significant HAND x TMS x POSITION interaction (F(2,16) = 0.17, P = 0.85). Post-hoc comparisons revealed that the coefficient of variation was superior when the TMS was applied on the sham area in comparison to the frontal condition (CV= 0.17 ± 0.05 and 0.13 ± 0.05 respectively P<0.001) and in comparison to the parietal condition (CV= 0.17 ± 0.05 and 0.14 ± 0.05 respectively P=0.002). However, no significant difference was observed between the condition in which the TMS was applied on the frontal area in comparison to the parietal area condition (P=0.2).
4. Discussion

When the arms of the subjects are crossed while their gaze is fixed straight ahead, visual information about hands position and arms proprioception are processed by different hemispheres. This situation may require some level of inter-hemispheric transfer and remapping. Our aim was to investigate whether a single pulse TMS applied to the left parietal cortex would increase simple visuo-manual RT for both hands in this situation. We only manipulated the hands position with respect to the sagittal axis (normal vs. crossed) in order to focus on the inter-hemispheric remapping only and by minimizing attentional constraints. It is widely acknowledged that skills related to visuo-spatial attention involve large fronto-parietal networks that present a right hemispheric specialization (Mesulam, 1981; Heilman and Van Den Abell, 1987; Halligan and Marshall, 1989). Consequently, in order to limit visuo-spatial bias induced by TMS and to focus on the inter-hemispheric remapping we decided to stimulate the left hemisphere and to design a task with a single central visual stimulus.

Our main results clearly demonstrated that RT increased when TMS was applied to the left parietal area when hands were crossed independently of the hand used. In addition, we observed that TMS can induce a non-specific effect and reduced simple RT with respect to the control condition. Irrespective of the stimulation condition, RT were shorter when the right or left hands were positioned in the right visual hemifield (normal and crossed positions respectively.

4.1 The non-specific effect of TMS.

We observed that TMS reduced simple reaction times (RT) with respect to the control condition either when applied to the parietal or frontal areas in the normal position conditions but also when applied to the frontal area when hands were crossed. Interestingly, mean RT
(153 ms in the control condition) were decreased substantially by about 15 ms (on average). This non-specific effect of the TMS was already observed by Sawaki et al. (1999) in a similar simple reaction time paradigm in which TMS was applied at a subthreshold level to the ipsilateral motor cortex or on the ipsilateral parietal cortex (left). More recently, Xu-Wilson et al. (2011) observed that a single pulse TMS applied to the head inhibited the ongoing saccade but was rapidly compensated for the perturbation. This effect was non-specific and independent of the TMS location. These authors suggested that TMS may produce synchronized stimuli of the startle system (Yeomans et al. 2002) and engage a circuit that affects the omni-pause neurones or the superior colliculus. In accordance, several studies have demonstrated that the superior colliculus is sensible to electro-sensory stimuli (Stein et al. 1975, Hartline et al. 1978, Knudsen et al. 1982, Meredith and Stein 1983, King and Palmer 1985). Moreover, Bischoff et al. (1993) suggested that magnetic stimulation of the supraorbital nerve may be an alternative way to study the blink and the startle reflexes. Interestingly, results also demonstrated that the coefficients of variation decreased similarly for the frontal (F3) and parietal (P3) TMS conditions. This suggests that response variability decreased when TMS was applied. This result mirrors the non-specific effect of TMS and may reflect the startle-like reflex response observed with TMS that may synchronize motor responses.

Altogether, it suggests that a startle-like reflex may be superimposed and precede the normal motor responses with the TMS. This rapid response is independent from the auditory signal associated to the magnetic pulse.

4.2 The effect of hand position in the visual field.

RT increased when a single pulse TMS was applied to the left parietal area and when hands were crossed independently of the hand used. It suggests that inter-hemispheric remapping
between somato-sensory information and vision of the hand, is mediated by the parietal cortex. Interestingly, for goal directed movements, Rossetti et al. (1995) have demonstrated that the vision of the hand prior to the movement was processed to improve the rate of terminal error (Rossetti et al. 1995). When no hand displacement is required we demonstrated that the vision of the hand in the opposite hemifield is still processed. Before the go-signal, subjects were instructed the hand to use for the motor response. Despite the motor program is very simple and already selected and anticipated, peripheral visual cues about the hand position may be still processed. This is all the more surprising that the movement is not goal directed and processing constraints are minimal in our task (as sustained by the very short reactions times we measured especially in the conditions with TMS). In consequence, the brain does not deal with a single sensory modality and inter-hemispheric remapping is required when arms are crossed in this simple task. In accordance, it has been shown that optic ataxia, a specific visuo-manual guidance deficit associated to a lesion of the parietal cortex, is not only optic but also involves impairments in the spatial integration of proprioceptive information (Blangero et al. 2007).

Importantly, we also did not cue the motor responses and did not impose any constraints on movement selection since the hand choice was imposed to the subjects before the response and blocked for several trials. In addition, the stimulus-response compatibility was not manipulated. In consequence, this remapping was not distracted by any sensory cues nor influenced by any processes (e.g. memory, decision making or visual attention to the stimulus).

The interaction between the hand and the position revealed that RT decreased when the right or left hands were positioned in the right visual hemifield (normal and crossed positions respectively) and conversely, irrespective of the TMS condition. However, it is well known that right hemisphere dominance for visuospatial attention, produces a slight leftward
deviation of attention in healthy individuals (Mesulam 1981) responsible for a leftward bias in line bisection (Milner et al. 1992). This bias is called ‘pseudoneglect’ (Jewell and McCourt 2000) in comparison with the large rightward bias observed in neglect (Mesulam 1981). This hemispheric dominance appears early during childhood (Dellatolas et al. 1996). We obtained somewhat different results that suggest a clear dominance of the visual attention directed towards the effector or the limb positioned in the right hemifield. This may be particularly true when the visual stimulus is not manipulated and remain the same. In consequence, we suspect that some motor attention (James 1890, Rushworth et al. 1997) is mixed with visual attention and that there may be a component of visual attention that is also directed towards the effector (and not the stimulus) with predominance for the right hemifield. Interestingly, Rushworth et al. (1997) have emphasized the participation of the left parietal cortex in motor attention.

In conclusion, sensori-motor remapping may be influenced by the hand position in the visual field when hands are crossed together. This effect may depend on somatosensory and visual inputs. However, it is also combined with a clear dominance in favor of some visual attention directed towards the hand located on the right. In the context of clinical practice, (r)TMS can be used to modulate brain activity during rehabilitative motor tasks by selectively interfering with the activity of one hemisphere with respect to the other (Hummel and Cohen 2006). However, when the hands are crossing the sagittal axis it should be kept in mind that some inter-hemispheric remapping can be involved. Consequently, (r)TMS could have bilateral effects whereas the first clinical intention would be to have inhibitory or excitatory effects on one hemisphere or hemibody. Nevertheless, it does not mean that arm crossing paradigms are useless in rehabilitation.
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Figures captions

Figure 1. Experimental set-up of the simple visuo-manual reaction time task in the normal (i.e. uncrossed) hands position.

Figure 2. RT for the left and right hand in normal and crossed conditions:
Mean values ±95% CI for RT, in the right and left HAND conditions, and for the normal and crossed POSITION conditions.

Figure 3. Effects of the three TMS conditions on the RT in normal and crossed positions:
Mean values ±95% CI for RT, in the normal and crossed POSITION conditions, and for the left frontal, left parietal and control TMS conditions.